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ABSTRACT In this paper, a design technique of random access preamble (RAP) for high-velocity
users (HVUs) in millimeter-wave (mmWave) cellular networks is proposed. After demonstrating the
inefficiency of the conventional long-term evolution (LTE)-based RAP for HVUs in mmWave networks,
linear-frequency-modulation-based RAP (LFMRAP) is proposed for the detection of HVUs. The correlation
of LTE-based RAP, and ambiguity and extended-ambiguity functions of LFM RAP are analyzed to examine
their properties affected by the high-velocity of the user. The performance of RAPs is evaluated through
detection and false alarm probabilities in a high-velocity andmultiuser environment. The results show that the
LFM RAP is appropriate for HVUs in mmWave cellular networks because of its high-detection probability
in a high-speed environment.

INDEX TERMS Extended-ambiguity function, high-velocity user, LFM, millimeter-wave, random access
preamble.

I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the widespread use of smartphones for various
applications and services, there has been a rapid increase in
mobile data traffic. Millimeter-wave (mmWave) communica-
tion is an enabling technology that has countless applications.
The abundant spectrum available at these high frequencies
can deliver extreme data speeds and capacity required for
future cellular communication networks. In addition, the
technology is being considered for mobile broadband com-
munications in 5G New Radio (5G NR) and 5G Special
Interest Group (5G SIG), all of which are based on orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [1], [2].

Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I),
or vehicle-to-everything (V2X) is one of the most impor-
tant application areas where the NR can be applied.
MmWave V2X communication networks are currently inves-
tigated because of their potential for gigabit-per-second data
rate [3]. However, the OFDM-based mmWave V2X com-
munication network is sensitive to Doppler frequency shift
because of high-speed movement in a high-frequency band.
MmWave V2X networks are particularly sensitive to Doppler
shift in the initial access period because it cannot be compen-
sated in this period.

The conventional LTE-based random access pream-
ble (RAP), also known as Zadoff-Chu RAP (ZC RAP), can
be considered for random access in mmWave V2X net-
works [4]. However, the ZC RAP may not be suitable for
a high velocity user (HVU) in mmWave V2X networks
because of its sensitivity to Doppler shift. To solve the
issue of Doppler shift in high-mobility scenarios, numerous
research work has been done in performance optimization
of high-speed beamforming [5], [6], handover [7]–[9], and
random access [10]–[13]. In these documents, the authors
emphasize that the Doppler shift will cause the formation
of the undesired-correlation peak (false peak) even when
frequency error is lesser than one subcarrier spacing. Hence,
the Doppler shift effect is severe in terms of the perfor-
mance of both the detection and false-alarm probabilities.
In [10]–[13], the authors have used the restricted sets of
ZC sequence which is defined in the LTE specifications
in order to generate the RAP. However, [5]–[13] considers
the high-speed scenarios in LTE systems, where the carrier
frequency is below 6 GHz. When compared to mmWave
networks with a high carrier frequency, the LTE systems
cause lower Doppler shifts. Hence, the upper bound of the
Doppler shift in mmWave networks is underestimated by the
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techniques proposed in these documents. In 3rd Generation
Partnership Project 5th GenerationNewRadio (3GPP 5GNR)
standard [14], a possible solution is adopted to overcome the
effect of high Doppler shift for above-6GHz mmWave band
by considering the higher subcarrier spacings (SCSs). This
implies that the sensitivity of the ZC sequence to Doppler
shift can be reduced by increasing the SCS. However, when
the SCS is increased from {1.25, 5} kHz for below 6-GHz
to {15, 30, 60, 120} kHz for above 6-GHz, the length of the
sequence is reduced from 839 to 139. This in-turn reduces the
number of available preambles [15]. Thus, NR long-preamble
sequence (839) has a higher number of available preambles
compared to the NR short-preamble sequence. In this paper,
a different RAP based on linear frequency modulation (LFM)
signal for HVU in mmWave V2X networks is investigated.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the LFM signal has
so far not been used in cellular networks. However, the LFM
signal has been widely used for the measurement of range
and Doppler information in radar and sonar systems because
of its insensitivity to Doppler shift [16]. In radar and sonar
systems, the transmitted signal is correlated with the received
echo signal to estimate the parameters such as range, angle,
and velocity. In these systems, there is no need to carry
the information of the transmitter identity in the transmitted
signal. However, in cellular networks, a large number of
RAPs need to be generated so that the BS can distinguish
the different accessing MSs. In the conventional LTE system,
a total of 64 different preambles are used.

In this study, a new RAP design technique for HVUs in
mmWave V2X networks is proposed. First, the inaptness of
the conventional ZC RAP for HVUs in mmWave V2X net-
works is presented. Next, to overcome the effect of Doppler
and detection ambiguity, the LFM-based RAP (LFM RAP)
is proposed. Utilizing a Doppler-shift insensitive LFM sig-
nal, the LFM RAP is created in which the preamble iden-
tification (PID) of the HVU is assigned to its frequency
sweep and frequency shift parameters. Then, the ambigu-
ity function (AF) of LFM RAP is analyzed to examine
its correlation property under the influence of the Doppler
shift and time shift. Subsequently, the extended-ambiguity
function (EAF) is defined to examine the cross-correlation
properties of the proposed LFM RAP with distinct IDs
of HVU, under the influence of Doppler shift and time shift.
Finally, the performance of RAPs is examined by evaluat-
ing the false-alarm and detection probabilities in Doppler
environments.

II. RAP DESIGN
A. ZC RAP
In LTE, the RAP is generated by cyclically shifting the prime-
length ZC sequence, where the root index of the sequence is
unique to each cell. The cyclic shifts of the base sequence,
which is of length 839, are used to generate 64 different
preambles. An MS randomly selects one of the 64 available
PIDs and transmits the RAP in the Physical Random Access
Channel (PRACH) [4]. The uth root ZC sequence of length is

given as follows:

xuZC (n) = e−j
πun(n+1)

N , 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 (1)

From the uth root ZC sequence that is assigned to each
cell, the PIDs with a zero correlation zone (ZCZ) of length
(NCS − 1) are defined by the cyclic shifts, Cv, as follows:

xu,vZC (n) = xu((n+ Cv) mod N ) (2)

where

Cv =

{
vNCS v = 0,1, · · · , bN/NCSc − 1, NCS 6= 0
0 NCS = 0

(3)

In the presence of Doppler shift, fD, the ZC sequence in (1) is
distorted as follows:

xuZC (n, ε) = xuZC (n) · e
j2πεn
N = xu (n− ũ) · e

j2πn
N (ε−1)

· ejφu

(4)

where ε = fDTSEQ. TSEQ and φu denote the duration of RAP
and constant phase shift, respectively. The Doppler shift as
large as one PRACH subcarrier (±1.25kHz for LTE) results
in a cyclic shift of (vNCS ± du) mod N . Here, du is defined as

du =

{
ũ mod N 0 ≤ ũ mod N < N/2
N − ũ mod N otherwise

(5)

where ũ is the multiplicative inverse of u. The correlation
function of ZC RAP is given in terms of Doppler shift and
time shift as follows:

Ru1,u2ZC (ε, id )

=
1
N

N−1∑
n=0

xu1 (n, (ε − id ))
[
xu2 (n)

]∗
=

1
N

{
N sinc (ε − id ) u1 = u2
(xu12 (ũ12ε))

∗
∑

u1,u2 u1 6= u2, ε = εI
(6)

where id denotes the index of the side peak that occurs at the
position (vNCS ± du) mod N because of the Doppler shift.
When id and ε are zero, and u1 = u2, the normalized magni-
tude is one. In addition, when the value of ε is much smaller
than N , the correlation magnitude at the correct index can be
approximated as |Rx (ε, 0)| ≈ sinc (ε). At the correct index,
themagnitude decreases with increase in Doppler shift.When
ε = εI (integer), the magnitude at the correct index becomes
zero. When u1 6= u2, the closed form solution cannot be
obtained for all values of ε. However, when ε = εI , the cross-
correlation function can be expressed as in (6). The term,∣∣∑ u1,u2

∣∣, in (6) is
√
N using the Gauss sum property. Here,

u12u1−u2. These results prove that the effect of Doppler shift
is significant for ZC RAP. The magnitude of autocorrelation
at the correct index decreases with the increase in side peak
in the Doppler environment.
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B. LFM RAP
A finite length continuous LFM signal with symbol dura-
tion, τ , for an HVU v is given as [16]

xu,vLFM (t) = e
jπ
(
2fut+

βv
τ
t2
)
, 0 ≤ t ≤ τ (7)

where fu and βv are the frequency shift and frequency sweep-
ing parameters, respectively. The PID of the HVU is assigned
to these parameters of the LFM signal. In (7), the values of
fu and βv are given as

−B ≤ βv ≤ B
−B+

∣∣βvmax

∣∣
2

≤ fu ≤
B−

∣∣βvmax

∣∣
2

(8)

where B represents the operational bandwidth of the channel,
v ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , 63} and u ∈ {0, 1, · · ·}. The AF of
LFM RAP with the PID v is given as

AvLFM (t, fD) =

∞∫
−∞

xu,vLFM (s)
[
xu,vLFM (s− t)

]∗ ej2π fDsds
= ejπ(2fu+fD)tsinc (βvt + fDτ) ρLFM (t) (9)

where ρLFM (t) = 1−|t| /τ . From (9), it can be observed that
the magnitude of AF of the LFM signal varies with respect to
τ , fD, and βv [16]. Whereas, fu does not have any effect on the
magnitude of AF. Furthermore, the EAF of LFM RAP with
the PIDs v and v′ is defined and analyzed as follows:

Av,v
′

LFM (t, fD)

=

∞∫
−∞

xu,vLFM (s)
[
xu
′,v′
LFM (s− t)

]∗
ej2π fDsds

= e
jπ
(
2fu′ t−

βv′
τ
t2
)
· e
−jπ1βτ

(
(1f+fD)τ+βv′ t

1βτ

)2

·

(
Cv,v′ (t, fD)
av,v′τ

+ jsgn (1β)
Sv,v

′

(t, fD)
av,v′τ

)
(10)

where

0 ≤ t ≤ τ,1f = fu − fu′ , 1β = βv − βv′ , 1β 6= 0,

Sv,v
′

(t, fD) = S
(
av,v

′

s0 + bv,v
′

(t, fD)
)

+ S
(
av,v

′

st − bv,v
′

(t, fD)
)
,

Cv,v′ (t, fD) = C
(
av,v

′

s0 + bv,v
′

(t, fD)
)

+C
(
av,v

′

st − bv,v
′

(t, fD)
)
,

st =
τ

2
− |t| , av,v

′

=

√
|1β|π

τ
,

bv,v
′

(t, fD) =
√
|1β| τπ

(
(1f + fD) τ + βv′ t

1βτ

)
(11)

Here, sgn (·) represent the signum function with the values
{1, 0} for positive, and zero values of βv, respectively. In (10),
Fresnel Integrals are used to derive EAF, where cosine and
sine Fresnel Integrals are given as follows [17]:

Cn (t)=
∫ t

0
cos

(
πs2

2

)
ds, Sn(t) =

∫ t

0
sin
(
πs2

2

)
ds (12)

When βv = βv′ , the EAF of LFM RAP can be analyzed as

Av,v
′

LFM (t, fD)

= e
jπ
(
2fut−

βv
τ
t2
) ∞∫
−∞

e
j2π

(
1f+ βv

τ
t+fD

)
s
ds

= ejπ(fu+1f+fD)tsinc (1f τ + fDτ + βvt) (13)

Since (13) can be seen as a shifted sinc function, the peak
value, ρ̃v,v

′

LFM , corresponding to the time shift, tv,v
′

S , can be
expressed as follows:

ρ̃
v,v′
LFM = ρLFM

(
tv,v
′

S

)
, tv,v

′

S = −
τ

βv
(1f + fD) (14)

For a fixed value of βv, the time shift will increase propor-
tionally with respect to the values of fu, fu′ , and fD. Moreover,
the value of the peak decreases with increase in the time shift.
(14) indicates that the symbol duration should be smaller than
the time shift in order to avoid false detection, i.e.,∣∣∣tv,v′S

∣∣∣
τ
≥ 1⇔ |1f + fD| ≥ |βv| (15)

To avoid time ambiguity, the condition of1f can be obtained
from (8) and (15), such that fD is far smaller than 1f ,
as follows:

βv ≤ 1f ≤
B− βv

2
, βv > 0 (16)

For all the values of βv lesser than B/3, the condition in (16)
is satisfied. When βv is greater than B/3, the number of LFM
RAPs that can be generated with βv is one, otherwise, it can
cause time ambiguity.

The value of 1β should be precisely selected to secure a
low correlation between RAPs whereas supporting a substan-
tial number of RAPs. Using the LFM signal, the number of
possible RAPs generated can be determined using the upper
bound (UB) of EAF of the LFM RAP and is derived as
follows:

0 (τ,1β) = 2

√
C2
max + S2max

1βτπ
, 1β > 0 (17)

where Smax and Cmax denote the maximum values of sine and
cosine Fresnel integrals, respectively. The non-normalized
values of Smax and Cmax can be obtained by using s2 in (12)
as 0.8948 and 0.9775, respectively. From (17), it can be seen
that the UB values are independent of the frequency shift,
fu and Doppler shift, fD, thus showing no significant effect
of fu and fD on the EAF. The separation value, 1β, between
βv and βv′ and the symbol duration, τ , are critical. The value
of 1βτ is inversely proportional to the value of the UB.

III. RAP DETECTION
When the ZC or LFM RAP is received from multiple HVUs
in the same cell, the received signal at the serving BS, c, with
the bth Rx beam in the time domain is given as follows:

ycb (n) =
NU−1∑
u=0

NM−1∑
m=0

Gu,mTx,iGRx,bh
u,m
i,b (n) x

u,m
ZC/LFM (n)+ z(n)

(18)
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where Gu,mTx,i, GRx,b, h
u,m
i,b (n), x

u,m
ZC/LFM (n), and z (n) denotes

the Tx beam gain at the ith beam of the mth HVU in the
uth cell, Rx beam gain at the bth beam of BS, the channel
impulse response between the ith beam of themth HVU in the
uth cell and the bth beam of the serving BS, c ∈ u, the ZC or
LFM RAP transmitted from the mth HVU in the uth cell, and
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), respectively. Also,
NU , NM , NI , and NB denote the number of cells, the number
of HVUs, the number of Tx beams, and the number of Rx
beams, respectively.

For the detection of ZC RAP, the conventional tech-
nique described in [4] can be used. For the detection of
LFM RAP, a detector consist of a set of correlators is used
that match/correlate the received signal in parallel with a set
of local LFM RAPs. The received signal at the input of the
correlator for the detection of ZC RAP and at the input of the
set of correlators for the detection of LFM RAP, respectively,
are given as

ycb,ZC/LFM (n)

=


z̃ (n) : H0

ZC/LFM

Gc,0Tx,iGRx,bh
c,0
i,b (n) x

c,0
ZC/LFM (n)

+z̃ (n) : H1
ZC/LFM

(19)

where xc,0ZC/LFM (n) denotes the desired signal and z̃ (n)
denotes the interference from other HVUs and AWGN z (n).
The hypothesis H0 refers to a case where all the undesired
RAPs transmitted byNM−1 HVUs except HVU v is received
as a received signal along with the noise. The hypothesis H1

refers to a case where the RAP from the desired HVU v along
with undesired RAPs is received as a received signal. The
RAP is detected by computing the power-delay profile (PDP)
of the received signal with a specific Tx beam and the output
of the correlators is given as follows:

∣∣rc,vb (s)
∣∣2 = ∣∣∣∣∣

N−1∑
n=0

ycb (n)
[
xc,vZC/LFM (n+ s)

]∗∣∣∣∣∣
2

(20)

where rc,vb (s) denotes the correlation function between the
received signal ycb (n) and the reference ZC or LFM RAP,
xc,vZC (n) or x

c,v
LFM (n), respectively, with time lag s. From (20),

the PDP peaks above the absolute detection threshold (γ ) are
searched over a search window corresponding to the cell size.
The PID and timing advance (TA) is computed according to
the position of the PDP peak, (Ipeak ), when ZC RAP is used,
as follows:

PIDZC =
⌊
Ipeak/NCS

⌋
+ 1; TAZC=mod(Ipeak ,NCS)−1

(21)

The desired LFM RAP and corresponding TA are detected
from the PDP peaks obtained from the bank of the LFM RAP
correlators as follows:

[PIDLFM ,TALFM ] = argmax
b∈NB

[
argmax

s

∣∣rc,vb (s)
∣∣2 > γ

]
(22)

The performance of the RAP is evaluated through detection
and false alarm probabilities [18]. The RAP detection proba-
bility depends on the detection threshold, which is determined
by the false alarm probability. Under H0, the PDP of the
received signal will follow the central chi-square (χ2) dis-
tribution with two degrees of freedom with a mean given by
the noise floor level (λn), and then the false alarm probability
can be obtained as

PFA = P
{
max

∣∣rc,vb (s)
∣∣2 > γtr

}
=
(
1− Fr[H0] {γtr }

)NM
(23)

where γtr (= γ /λn) and Fr denote the threshold relative to λn
and the cumulative distribution function of

∣∣rc,vb (s)
∣∣2 under

H0 at γtr , respectively. Fr can be obtained as follows:

Fr =

(
1− e−γtr

NB−1∑
b=0

1
b!
(γtr )

b

)N
(24)

Under H1, the PDP of the received signal will follow the
non-central chi-square

(
χ̃2
)
distribution. Then, the detection

probability can be obtained by using the detection threshold
as follows:

PD = P
{
max

∣∣rc,vb (s)
∣∣2 > γ

}
= Q

(√
ζ ,
√
γ
)

(25)

where Q (·) and ζ represent the Marcum Q-function and the
non-centrality parameter, respectively.

IV. SIMULATION
In this section, the performance of ZC and LFM RAPs is
evaluated via computer simulations using a simple model of a
mmWave cellular network. For the simulation, the parameters
such as subcarrier spacing, carrier frequency, fast Fourier
transform (FFT) size, and the sequence length are set to
15 kHz, 28 GHz, 2048, and 839, respectively. A uniform lin-
ear array (ULA) configuration with eight antenna elements is
considered at both the BS and HVU, and the parameters cor-
responding to the number of beams at HVU and BS are set as
NI = NB = 8. A Rician fading channel is assumed between
the BS and the HVUs. For simulation, the spatial channel
model (SCM) is used with a k-factor of 10 dB and the number
of rays in the non-line-of-sight (NLoS) path is set to 20 [19].
In this paper, it is assumed that the Tx and Rx beams are
aligned and formed in the direction of a line-of- sight (LoS)
path.

Fig. 1 shows the normalized autocorrelation function of ZC
RAP (with root index u = 660, length of ZCZ NCS = 13,
and PID v = 43) as a function of the Doppler shift.
It shows the performance of the autocorrelation function
assessed at three different position indices, id = {−1, 0, 1},
with the variation of the Doppler shift, as given in (6).
It can be seen that

∣∣∣R660,660ZC (ε, 0)
∣∣∣ and

∣∣∣R660,660ZC (ε,±1)
∣∣∣

follows a sinc function. The magnitude of
∣∣∣R660,660ZC (0, 0)

∣∣∣
is 1 and decreases with an increase in ε. The maximum
values of

∣∣∣R660,660ZC (ε,±1)
∣∣∣ occurs at the first nulling points
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FIGURE 1. Autocorrelation function of ZC RAP vs. Doppler shift.

of
∣∣∣R660,660ZC (ε, 0)

∣∣∣, i.e., at ε = ±1 (fD = ±15KHz). These
results prove that the ZC RAP is very sensitive to Doppler
shift. For example, when fD = 15 kHz, the magnitude of the
autocorrelation value of the desired peak becomes zero and
the peak occurs at a different position (id = 1).
Next, the effect of fD andβv on theAF of LFMRAP in (9) is

analyzed. The symbol duration is set to 66.7 µs. Fig. 2 shows
the maximum magnitude of AF in the βv domain for Doppler
shifts, fD = {0, 7.5, 15}kHz. When fD = 0fD = 0, it can
be seen that the maximum magnitudes for all values of βv
are 1. However, the magnitude varies when the Doppler shift
exists. It can be observed that when the value of βv is small,
the variation is severe. At fD = 15fD= 15KHzkHz, the mag-
nitude at βv = 0 MHz becomes almost zero. A high detection
probability of LFM RAP is obtained, when the value of βv is
selected to achieve a high magnitude of AF. From this figure,
the smallest value of βv is selected as 0.5 MHz and is used in
further simulations.

Fig. 3 shows the comparative analytic and simulation
results for EAF when fD is zero, as given in (10) and (13).
Fig. 3(a) shows the linear shift auto-correlation and EAF

FIGURE 2. Effect of Doppler shift on AF of LFM RAP with varying βv .

of two LFM RAPs generated with same frequency sweep-
ing parameters, i.e., βv = βv′ = 0.5 MHz, for cases where
fu = fu′ and fu 6= fu′ . Here, the normalized magnitude of EAF
with βv = βv′ and fu = fu′ is one and comparatively same
as that of ZC autocorrelation. Fig. 3(b) shows the linear-shift
cross-correlation and EAF of two LFM RAPs when βv 6=
βv′ ({βv, βv′} = {0.5, 0.6} MHz), for cases where fu = fu′
and fu 6= fu′ . The normalized value of EAF goes on decreas-
ing with the increase of 1β which is shown in Fig. 3(c).
In Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), when fu 6= fu′ , the magnitude of the peak
is reduced, and the time shift occurs. From these results, it can
be confirmed that analytic solutions given in (10) and (13)
are well matched with the simulation results. Fig. 3(c) shows
the EAF of LFM RAPs with βv = 0.5 MHz and three
different values of βv′ (0.6 MHz, 5 MHz, 10 MHz), as given
in (10). It can be seen that the magnitude of EAF decreases
with the increase in 1β. This implies that when the value of
1β increases, the cross-correlation of LFM RAPs becomes
comparatively similar to that of ZC sequence.

Fig. 4 compares the analytic UB derived in (17) and
the maximum value of EAF of LFM RAP obtained by
simulations. In addition, β0 denotes the minimum value

FIGURE 3. EAF of LFM RAP. (a) βv = βv ′ . (b) βv 6= βv ′ . (c) βv 6= βv ′ , fu = fu′ = 0.
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FIGURE 4. Upper bound and maximum EAF of LFM RAP.

FIGURE 5. Possible number of LFM RAPs.

of βv (0.5 MHz). Also, βv′ (βv +1β) is determined by
varying the value of 1β. It can be seen from the figure that
the UB value and the maximum value of EAF decreases with
an increase in 1β and τ . The simulation results are slightly
lower than the analytic UBs.

Fig. 5 shows the possible number of LFM RAPs obtained
from (17) by varying the value of1β for three different values
of β0. It can be seen that the value of 1β is inversely pro-
portional to the possible number of RAPs. Therefore, in the
design of LFM RAP, there is a trade-off between the number
of RAPs and the cross-correlation level with the selection
of 1β. In addition, the possible number of RAPs obtained is
the case considering only1β and can be increased when fu is
also considered. By considering1f = βv < B/3 in (17), with
the same value of β0 (0.5MHz), the number of possible RAPs
can be increased, and 38 additional RAPs can be obtained.
The first 26 RAPs are achieved with βv = 0.5MHz and |fu| =
{0.5, 1, 1.5, . . . , 6.5}MHz and the remaining 12 RAPs are
achieved with βv = 1 MHz and |fu| = {1, 2, . . . , 6}MHz.

FIGURE 6. False alarm probability of ZC and LFM RAPs.

FIGURE 7. Detection probability of ZC and LFM RAPs.

Next, the false-alarm probabilities are obtained by the
simulation and the analytic solution with zero Doppler shift
given in (23). Fig. 6 shows the false-alarm probabilities of
ZC and LFM RAPs when the number of HVUs, NM , is one.
This figure is obtained by setting the SNR to −30 dB and
varying the threshold value, γtr , from 0 to 8. The value of
the false-alarm probability is set to be less than or equal to
0.1% as in LTE systems [18]. From Fig. 6, it can be seen
that the simulation is of good agreement with the analytic
solution and a detection threshold equal to 7 can be selected
for both ZC and LFMRAPs. This implies that the false-alarm
probability of LFM RAP is similar to that of ZC RAP.
This detection threshold value will be used to determine the
detection probability. The detection threshold depends on the
number of HVUs and increases with respect to the HVUs.

Fig. 7. shows the detection probabilities of ZC and
LFM RAPs. The distance between the BS and HVU is set
to 100 m. It is shown in the figure that the probability of
detection of ZCRAP decreaseswith increase inDoppler shift.
When fD is zero, the detection probability reaches 100% at an
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FIGURE 8. Detection probability of ZC and LFM RAPs when multiple HVUs
exist.

TABLE 1. Property comparison of LFM and ZC RAPs.

SNR of−12 dB, but when it is increased to 15 kHz, the detec-
tion probability becomes zero at all SNR regions. However,
the detection probabilities of LFM RAP reaches 100% at
SNRs of −12 and −10 dB when fD is 0 and {7.5, 15} kHz,
respectively.

The detection probability obtained through the analytic
solution in (25) with zero Doppler shift is of good agree-
ment with the simulation results for both RAPs with zero
Doppler. The detection probability whenmultiple HVUs exist
is shown in Fig. 8. For LFM RAP, the value of βv is selected
between 0.5 and 15 MHz with a step size, 1β, of 70 kHz.
The detection probability for multiple HVUs ranging from
2 to 40 is obtained at an SNR of -8 dB and compared with
the analytic solution given in (25). In the figure, it is shown
that the detection probability decreases with an increase in
the number of HVUs. When the number of HVUs, NM , is 10,
the detection probability of ZC RAP reduces to 95%, 45%,
and 0% with Doppler shift values of 0, 7.5 and 15 kHz,
respectively. That is, the detection probability of ZC RAP
reduces significantly as the Doppler shift increases. However,
the detection probability of LFM RAP is almost the same
(similar to the analytic solution) regardless of the Doppler
shift effect.

Finally, the properties of LFM and ZC RAPs are compared
in Table I. In terms of peak to average power ratio (PAPR),

both LFM and ZC RAPs have the same characteristic with
constant envelops.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, it is shown that the ZC RAP has desirable
properties in the absence of Doppler shift. However, it tends
to deteriorate in the presence of Doppler shift, resulting in
misdetection and time ambiguity. The EAF of LFM RAP
is analyzed to examine the properties of LFM RAP with
different HVU IDs under the influence of the Doppler shift,
enabling the conditions for avoiding false detection and time
ambiguity to be derived. In addition, the analytical solution
for the upper bound of the cross-correlation level is provided.
This can be used to select the suitable values of βv and 1β
that are essential for the design of LFMRAPs. The LFMRAP
is shown to be suitable for HVUs in mmWave cellular net-
works because of its high detection probability in a Doppler
environment.
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